We investigate the dynamics of an optomechanical system where a cavity with a movable mirror involves a degenerate optical parametric amplifier and is driven by a periodically modulated laser field. Our results show that the cooperation between the parametric driving and periodically modulated cavity driving results in a two-fold squeezing on the movable cavity mirror that acts as a mechanical oscillator. This allows the fluctuation of the mechanical oscillator in one quadrature (momentum or position) to be reduced to a level that cannot be reached by solely applying either of these two drivings. In addition to the fundamental interests, e.g., study of quantum effects at the macroscopic level and exploration of the quantum-to-classical transition, our results have potential applications in ultrasensitive sensing of force and motion.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Squeezing associated with the mechanical motion of a massive object [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] refers to the reduction of the quantum fluctuation in its position or momentum below the vacuum level, which is not only important for fundamental test of quantum theory [10] , such as exploration of the quantum-classical boundary [11] , but also have potential applications in high-precision measurement [12, 13] . In analogy to the standard parametric techniques applied for squeezing of optical fields, the thermal noise of a mechanical oscillator can be reduced directly via parametrical modulation of the mechanical spring constant [14] . However, even though the mechanical oscillator is initially prepared in its quantum ground state, the parametric approach failed to generate a steady-state squeezing of mechanical motion below one half of the zero-point level (i.e. the well-known 3-dB limit) due to the onset of instability.
In cavity optomechanical systems [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , theoretical schemes for surpassing the 3-dB limit to realize mechanical squeezing have been proposed, e.g. by injecting a broad band squeezed light into the cavity to transfer optical squeezing into mechanical mode [22, 23] or by driving the optical cavity with twotone control lasers of different amplitudes combined with a reservoir engineering technique [24, 25] , based on which the experimental demonstration of stationary squeezing beyond the 3-dB limit was recently achieved [26] . Additionally, it was shown that mechanical squeezing can also be generated simply by using a periodically amplitude-modulated driving laser [27] or by directly coupling an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) to the optical cavity [28] , without the requirement of classical feedback and of the input of squeezed light [29] . Despite the advantages of each scheme on certain conditions, it is still highly desirable to further strengthen the mechanical squeezing, and then the following important problems remain open: Does there exist a cooperative effect when the physical processes used for different methods are applied at the same time? If yes, to what extent can the mechanical squeezing be enhanced by this cooperative effect?
In this paper, we study the quantum dynamics of an optical cavity that has a movable mirror and contains a degenerate OPA, and which is driven by a laser field with periodically modulated amplitude, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Our results reveal a cooperation-based enhancement of the squeezing in the fluctuation of the momentum or position of the cavity mirror. Both the parametric pump driving and periodically modulated cavity driving contribute to the reduction of the mechanical fluctuation. The resulting two-fold squeezing exceeds the squeezing that can be achieved solely by either of these two processes [see Fig. 1(b) ]. The idea may be generalized to realize cooperation-based enhancement of other quantum effects in complex optomechanical systems, e.g., entanglement between two mechanical oscillators or entanglement between a light field and a mechanical oscillator [30, 31] .
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
We consider an optomechanical system where a degenerate OPA placed in a Fabry-Perot cavity of length L and finesse F , with one fixed and partially transmitting mirror, and one movable and totally reflecting mirror [29, 32] . The movable mirror is treated as a quantum-mechanical harmonic oscillator with effective mass m, frequency ω m , and energy decay rate γ m . The cavity mode of resonant frequency ω c is driven by an external laser of the carrier frequency ω l (along the cavity axis) with periodically modulated amplitude E(t) = +∞ n=−∞ E n e −inΩt , where Ω = 2π/τ with τ > 0 being the modulation period, and the modulation coefficients {E n } are related to the power of the associated sidebands {P n } by |E n | = 2κP n / ω l , with κ = πc/(2F L) being the cavity decay rate due to photon leakage through the fixed mirror. The degenerate OPA in the optical cavity is pumped by a coherent field at frequency 2ω p , which leads to the squeezing of cavity field [33, 34] , affecting the state of the movable cavity mirror through the optomechanical coupling. We denote the gain of the OPA by Λ (which depends on the pumping intensity) and the phase of the pump driving as θ. The total Hamiltonian of the system in the frame rotating at the laser frequency ω l can be written as ( = 1)
Here, ∆ 0 = ω c − ω l , ∆ p = ω p − ω l , a and a † are annihilation and creation operators of the cavity mode, q and p are the position and momentum operators for the movable mirror satisfying the standard canonical commutation relation [q, p] = i, and g=x ZP F ω c /L is the single-photon coupling strength between light and mechanical oscillator arising from the radiation pressure force, with x ZP F = /2mω m being the zero-point motion of the mechanical mode.
When the mechanical damping and cavity decay are included, the dissipative dynamics of the open system can be described by the following set of quantum Langevin equations (QLEs) [35] q =ω m p,
where both the optical (a in ) and mechanical (ξ) noise operators have zero-mean value, and the nonzero correlation functions of a in are a †
−1 being the thermal photon number and that of ξ(t) is given by ξ(t)ξ(t ) = [38, 39] , which corresponds to the Markovian process with
−1 being the mean thermal excitation number in the mechanical mode.
III. DYNAMICS OF THE FIRST MOMENTS OF THE OPTICAL AND MECHANICAL MODES
Suppose that the external drivings are strong enough such that the intracavity photon number is much larger than 1, we can rewrite each Heisenberg operator as O = O(t) + δO (O = q, p, a), where δO are quantum fluctuation operators with zero-mean values; and justify that a † (t)a(t) | a(t) | 2 and a(t)q(t) a(t) q(t) are valid approximations. Applying the standard linearization techniques to the QLEs (2) and setting ∆ p = Ω/2 for the consideration of mechanical squeezing, we thus obtain the equations for the first moments of the optical and mechanical modes
and the linearized QLEs for the quantum fluctuations
where ∆(t) = ∆ 0 − g q(t) is slightly modulated by the mechanical motion. The phase space trajectories of the first moments O(t) can be found by simulating Eq. (3) for a set of typical parameters [see Figs. 1(c)-(d)] [40] . When the system is far away from the optomechanical instabilities and multistabilities [41] , the semiclassical dynamics in the steady state will evolve toward a fixed orbit with a period being equal to the modulation period of the cavity driving τ . Moreover, since the two nonlinear terms in Eq. (3) are both proportional to the coupling strength g, the asymptotic solutions of O(t) can then be expanded perturbatively in the powers of g and in terms of the Fourier components for g ω m [27, 42] 
Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (3), we can then obtain the recursive formulas for the time-independent coefficients O n, j (see Appendix A). By truncating the series to the first terms with indexes j = 0, 1, ..., 6 and n = −1, 0, 1, we find that the analytical approximations for O(t) agree well with the numerical results shown in Fig. 1 (c)-(d). Thus, the linearized dynamics can be evaluated with high accuracy for the effective optomechanical coupling simply written as
where
a −n,j g j+1 with n = −1, 0, 1.
IV. QUANTUM FLUCTUATIONS AND TWO-FOLD MECHANICAL SQUEEZING
To examine the effect of the modulation sidebands (∼ e ±iΩt ), we introduce the mechanical annihilation and creation operators δb
Then, the QLEs for δa and δb are
with the mechanical noise operator b in satisfying
. We assume that the modulation frequency satisfies Ω = 2ω m and the carrier frequency of the laser field driving the cavity is close to the anti-Stokes sideband, which leads to ∆ = ∆ 0 − g q(t) ω m for weak optomechanical single-photon coupling. We further assume that the system is working in the resolved sideband regime: ω m κ, and the driving fields are weak: ω m |g 0 |, |g −1 |, |g 1 |. Under these conditions, if we substitute the slow varying fluctuation operators
and b in (t) =b in (t)e −iωmt into Eq. (7), the terms rotating at ±2ω m and ±4ω m can be ignored in the rotating wave approximation (RWA), which leads to
Note thatã in (b in ) has the same correlation function as a in (b in ). We then introduce the optical and mechanical quadratures with the tilded opera-
in terms of which the QLEs (8) can be rewritten asU
(10) with g ± = g 0 ± g 1 . Note that the stability conditions derived from the Routh-Hurwitz criterion require the parametric gain to fulfillΛ ≡ 2Λ/κ < 1, the calculation of which is fussy and will not be shown here.
The mechanical squeezing can be measured by the variance of the tilded fluctuations δq 2 and δp 2 , which are just the first two diagonal elements of the tilded covariance matrixṼ i, (8)- (9),Ṽ (t) in the steady state is dominated by the Lyapunov equation (see Appendix A)MṼ
with
Eq. (11) can be analytically solved in the parameter regime with negligible mechanical damping γ m ≈ 0 and null thermal photon number n a = 0, leading to
, with φ r ≡ φ 1 − φ 0 , φ r,0 ≡ θ − 2φ 0 , and φ r,1 ≡ θ − 2φ 1 . Eq. (12) shows that, under the interplay between the periodic cavity driving and the parametric interaction, the fluctuations of the position and momentum of the mechanical oscillator strongly depend on the phase matching condition. To clarify the underlying physics clearly, we assume φ r = π, φ r,0 = π and φ r,1 = −π, then the variance of the position and momentum fluctuations reduce to
which reveal that the mechanical mode is squeezed in momentum (i.e. δp 2 < 0.5). Alternatively, the position squeezing can be achieved by setting φ r = 0, φ r,0 = 0 and φ r,1 = 0. More importantly, Eq. (14) shows that the cooperation between the two driving fields results in a two-fold squeezing: The coefficient
g0 |) describes the squeezing effect produced by the periodically modulated cavity driving, while (1 +Λ) −1 corresponds to the effect associated with the parametric driving.
The two-fold mechanical squeezing can be further understood by introducing the Bogoliubov mode defined as δB ≡ δb cosh r + e iφr δb † sinh r with tanh r = |g 1 |/|g 0 | [2, 24] , which evolves according to the QLEs 
Since the vacuum state of the Bogoliubov mode corresponds to a squeezed state, the noise input B in for δB has zero mean and the nonzero correlation functions
. By applying the adiabatic approximation for κ |g B | (i.e. δȧ=0) [29] , and considering the phase matching condition (φ r,0 = π) for momentum squeezing, we find that the variance of the quadrature δp B = 
For φ r = π, the variance of the momentum fluctuation for the original mechanical mode has a simply analytical form
which is exactly the result of Eq. (14) for γ m = 0, n a = 0. This result can be roughly explained as follows: The periodically modulated cavity driving produces a squeezing effect on the momentum fluctuation of the mechanical mode, which mathematically corresponds to converting the normal mechanical mode into the Bogoliubov mode through a unitary transformation equivalent to a squeezed operator. As a consequence, the "momentum" fluctuation of the Bogoliubov mode at the "vacuum" level corresponds to the normal momentum fluctuation below the vacuum level ( δp 2 < 0.5). The parametric driving further reduces the "momentum" fluctuation of the Bogoliubov mode below the "vacuum" level, resulting in a second squeezing effect.
V. THE EFFECT OF MECHANICAL DAMPING AND EXPERIMENTAL FEASIBILITY
Considering the effect of the mechanical damping γ m = 0, the variances of the fluctuations δq 2 and δp 2 can again be calculated by the Lyapunov equation (11) . As an example, when the phases φ 0 = 0, φ r = π and θ = π are set and the cooperativity parameter C = 4|g 0 | 2 /(κγ m ) is large so thatC ≡ C(1 − tanh 2 r) 2(1 +Λ), the variance of the momentum is approximately given by
. (18) which agrees well with its numerical counterpart obtained by simulation of Eq. (7), as shown in Fig. 2(a) . For |g 1 | |g 0 | (corresponding to tanh r → 1), the effective coupling between the Bogoliubov mode and the cavity mode becomes negligible, and δp
is mainly determined by the thermal occupation of the mechanical mode with γ m κ, implying that the mechanical mode is not squeezed [see Fig. 2(b) ] [25] . In this case, the self-cooling of the mechanical oscillator through the photon-phonon sideband coupling is suppressed [43] [44] [45] , therefore, the mechanical oscillator may stay far away from the ground state [24, 46] . Generally, there exists an optimal squeezing for δp 2 corresponding to the best efficiency of the cooperation between the two driving fields, which can be readily found by setting d δp 2 /dΛ = 0 for an appropriate amplitude modulation |g 1 |/|g 0 | (i.e. a given tanh r). + γm κ , which is indicated in Fig. 2(b) . Note that an effective cooperation implies a non-negativeΛ opt , which imposes a threshold ofC thr = 4(η −1 − 1) onC, namelyC >C thr . In addition, the stability conditionΛ opt < 1 requiresC < C ins withC ins = 8(2η −1 − 1), beyond which the best cooperation efficiency always appears atΛ opt → 1, in vicinity of instability, see Fig. 2(c) for the example of tanh r = 0.6, where we findC thr ≈ 1.6 × 10
Considering the set of experimentally feasible parameters [40] : L = 25 mm, F = 1.4 × 10 4 , ω m /2π = 1 MHz, Q = 10 6 , m = 150 ng, T = 5 mK and the power of the carrier component P 0 = 1 mW of the driving laser (λ = 1064 nm), we show in Fig. 2(d) that the degree of squeezing for the mechanical momentum with C = 5 × 10 4 and thermal occupation n m = 100 is monotonically improved as the dimensionless parametric gainΛ increases for tanh r = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 due toC >C ins . Under this condition, the momentum fluctuation is reduced from 0.219 (3.57 dB) to 0.117 (6.29 dB) for tanh r = 0.4, and from 0.132 (5.79 dB) to 0.0756 (8.21 dB) for tanh r = 0.6 as the parametric gainΛ is increased from 0 to the optimal value 0.99. The momentum squeezing can be further increased for a larger C/n m ratio (the so-called quantum cooperativity) under the best efficiency of the two-field cooperation. Our results clearly show that, with suitable choice of the system parameters, both the cavity driving and parametric interaction significantly contribute to the reduction of the mechanical momentum fluctuation; their cooperation is important for realization of a strong mechanical squeezing.
VI. CONCLUSION
In summary, we have shown that the parametric driving and the periodically modulated cavity driving, simultaneously applied to a cavity optomechanical system, can result in a two-fold squeezing effects on the mechanical oscillator. This enables implementation of strong squeezing for a macroscopic oscillator, which exceeds the result that is solely produced by either of these two drivings. Our results show that different physical processes, each producing a weak quantum effect, can cooperate to enhance the quantum effect. Our idea can be generalized to more complex optomechanical systems to realize two-fold two-mode squeezing, offering a possibility to produce strong mechanical-mechanical or optomechanical entanglement that can exceed the bound imposed by present methods. The time-independent coefficients O n, j in the Fourier expansion of O(t) (O = q, p, a) given by Eq. (5) can be found by substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (3), leading to the following recursive formulas
corresponding to the zeroth-order perturbation with respect to g, and with j > 0,
Using Eq. (A1) and (A2), the quantum dynamics of the mechanical oscillator can be studied through the linearized QLEs (4). We introduce the amplitude and phase quadratures of the cavity mode as δx = (δa + δa † )/ √ 2, δy = (δa − δa † )/i √ 2 and the analogous input quantum noise quadratures as T arise aṡ
with the drift matrix
T being the noise sources. Hereθ = Ωt − θ, and G x , G y are real part and imaginary part of the effective optomechanical coupling G(t) ≡ g a(t) / √ 2. If all the eigenvalues of the matrix M (t) have negative real parts at any time (i.e. the Routh-Hurwitz criterion) [47] , the system will be in stable in the steady state. On the other hand, since the system in the steady state will evolve into an asymptotic Gaussian state for a Gaussian-typed of noise [48] , we can then characterize the second moments of the quadratures of the asymptotic state through the covariance matrix (CM) V (t), with the matrix elements being
From Eqs. (A3) and (A4), we can easily derive a linear differential equation governing the evolution of the CM V (t)
where M (t) T is the transpose matrix of M (t), and The first two diagonal elements V 11 (t) = δq(t) Recalling that the asymptotic behavior of the first moments of the mechanical mode and the cavity mode is τ = 2π/Ω periodic in the steady state, then we can find that the drift matrix M (t), which is related to a(t) and q(t) , satisfies M (t + τ ) = M (t) and therefore V (t + τ ) = V (t) according to the Floquet theory [49] . By solving the evolutional equation (A5) of the CM V (t), we have calculated the time-dependent variances of the mechanical momentum δp(t) 2 for the optomechanical system with (i) OPA, (ii) periodic driving, and (iii) both OPA and periodic driving, as shown in Fig.3 . It has been realized that the cavity solely pumped by parametric interaction (with E ±1 = 0) [29] and solely modulated by periodic driving (Λ = 0) [27] can both lead to mechanical squeezing, the degree of which (corresponding to the minimum of δp(t)
2 ) can reach 1. = 0.153) for E ±1 /ω m = 0.7 × 10 4 , respectively. However, we note that, by combining OPA and periodic driving simultaneously, the mechanical squeezing will be greatly enhanced, the degree of momentum squeezing can achieve as large as 6.31 dB ( δp(t)
2 min = 0.117), which is far beyond the 3 dB limit, required for ultrahigh-precision measurements. 
Setting δȧ = δȧ † = 0 and θ − 2φ 0 = 0, it is readily to find
Here, the term γ m in the coefficient of δB is safely ignored in our parameter regime. Then the equation of motion for the "momentum" of the Bogoliubov mode δp B is given by
iθ , whose correlation functions are
, respectively. Based on these equations, we obtain the equation for δp
As a result, the steady-state "momentum" fluctuation of the Bogoliubov mode can be solved by setting (C3) The first two terms in δq(ω) and δp(ω) originate from the radiation pressure contribution, and the last two terms are from the thermal noise contribution.
Without optomechanical coupling (g 0 = g 1 = 0), the mechanical mode subjected to the purely thermal noise will make quantum Brownian motion leading to δq(ω) = 
which can be solved by using the correlation functions of the noise sources in the frequency domain [29] q in (ω)q in (ω ) = p in (ω)p in (ω ) = (n m + 
and are given by 
giving rise to the numerical results in Fig. 2(c) -(d) (marker).
